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Introduction to the product 

This is a type of smart ultrasonic thickness meter which can 
measure thickness and sound speed of many types of 
materials such as metal, plastic, ceramic, glass and other 
good conductors of ultrasonic waves. 

Structure description 
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--Probe 

Battery box (at the 
back of device body) 

Calibration block 

Key description 

Memory: enter/exit query state of thickness value 

Cal: calibration key 

T: Shift key 

C): Power on/off key 

.&: Plus key 

in��' : Sound speed key/enter key

Display description 

Sound speed indicator 

Coupling 
indicator 

.. ii:UHJ/1=!.J.'t VEL :ii■iilr-t--Battery level 

Sound speed 
unit 

Thickness 
storage indicator 

B.B.B.B Measurement value 

m/s mm ----Thickness unit 

E]-- � : Storage unit 
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Use of the product 
Prompt: when measurements are being made, other key 
operatios are invalid (except the power key). 
1. Power on/off
Press the " � "key to power on and the back light turns on 
automatically. Hold down " � "key for three seconds to power off.
2. Calibration operation

The instrument is calibrated properly before delivery. Users may 
carry out recalibration if necessary. After power on, hold down 
"Cal" key to enter calibration mode Apply the ultrasonic 
coupling agent on the calibration block of the instrument and 
place the probe on the center of the standard block. Take off the 
probe after the reading is stable and press"�:'.;," key to complete the 
calibration.
3. Selection and adjustment of sound speed

The sound speed of objects to be measured should be selected 
before measurement of thickness. Press " ,);�.�; key to enter sound 
speed display interface. Press" & " key or" T" key to select the 
sound speed value of the material. If it is necessary to change 
sound speed value, press " ,);��. " key to enter sound speed adjustment 
state and press " & " key or "T" key to adjust it to the desired value. 
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4. Storage of thickness value
Press "Memory" key and the indicator begins flashing. 
Press".&" key or "T" key to select storage unit (1-10). Then 
press "Memory" key again after selection. The thickness value 
in subsequent measurement will be stored in the unit 
automatically. Every new  value will overwrite the previous one.

-

'B"' .u
mm 

111-The currently selected
------- storage unit 

5. Measurement of thickness
The material thickness may be measured with use of the known
sound speed of material. Select sound speed before measurement
and apply coupling agent at the points to be measured. Make the
probe touch it slightly and press it against the points to be measured.
At the moment, the screen displays
coupling indicator" .. " . If the symbol
flashes or does not display, it indicates
bad coupling. With removal of the probe,
the indicator disappears. 
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7. Influence of temperature

Temperature may produce certain influence on transmission

speed of ultrasonic wave so as to affect measurement result of

thickness.

Sound speed may be adjusted again to remove the effect.

8. Composite material

Ultrasonic wave cannot transfer with uniform velocity in composite 

materials.

Therefore, ultrasonic wave instrument is not suitable to measure

composite materials.

Care and maintenance 
1. Cleaning of enclosure: use dry cloth to wipe the enclosure of 

the instrument at the time of cleaning. Don't use wet cloth or 

corrosive cleaning agents.

2. Protection of the probe: Don't slide the probe with excessive 

force when measurement on surface of coarse material to prevent 

the probe from being damaged. Don't use the probe to measure 

objects with surface temperature over 60
°

C. After use every time, 
the coupling agents and dirt on the probe should be cleaned away.

3. Cleaning of calibration block: after use, please clean coupling 

agents and dirt on the probe completely. If it will not be used for 

a long time, some anti-rust oil may be applied on it. The anti-rust 

oil should be removed complete for use next time.

4. Replacement of battery: the battery should be replaced in time 

if the battery level is low. Pay attention to the polarity when installing 

new batteries. Don't install reversely.

If the product is out of use for a long time, please take out the 

battery to prevent corrosion to battery box and pole piece due to 

battery leakage.

5. Don't store the product in a damp area. 
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Table of material sound speed 
The following is sound speed table of some materials and only 

for reference. 

Material name Sound speed mis Material name Sound speed mis 

Gold 3251 Iron, steel 5900 

Zinc 4216 Steel 4330 5850 

Silver 3600 Steel 330 5660 

Tin 3327 SUS 5790 

Titanium 6070 Ceramic 5842 

Tungsten 5334 Glass 5664 

Zirconium 4650 Nylon 2620 

Nickel 5630 Turpentine 4430 

Magnesium 5791 Quartz glass 5640 

Aluminum 6300 Organic glass 2692 

Copper 4700 Acrylic resin 2730 
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